Lessons of History We live on a tiny speck in the Cosmos. It has no life rafts. We
must take good care of it and act responsibly as there is no other place to go. The air,
water and ground were pure in 1800. In the early days visitors found Warren to be a
vast wilderness with forests, marshy areas and bushy prairies with no roads,
abounding in wildlife, wolves, deer, wild cats, raccoon, opossum, squirrel, deer,
muskrat, bison, bear, turkeys, millions of birds, billions of misquotes and often
deadly savages. Now the air is polluted and thousands are dying from it. Our Great
lakes fish are unsafe to eat. The ground water is polluted. We must make businesses
be responsible with enforcement. Stop pollution. Clean it all up.
Plato said “The price of apathy (lack of concern) towards public affairs is to be ruled by evil men.” Too
many people today limit their interests to the entertainment culture and ignore the real world around them.
They can tell you who is hot on Idol but are totally unaware that they are about to be stiffed again by those in
power. The big money interests rule and the people have become sheeple.
Learn from history or risk
repeating mistakes that can be avoided.
Confucius, Socrates, Jesus and great
thinkers agree the best way for humans to
get along is: Don't do to others what one
does not want done to oneself. Do only as
you want to be done to. But history also
teaches one to be informed, educated, be
vigilant and be prepared. Get informed.
Better to think and lead than to be led.
Kids need to be taught responsibility,
integrity, honesty, kindness, and simple
courtesy. Give boys and girls a Boy Scout Handbook because it has
many good important needed things in it including survival tips.
A threat to one of us is a threat to all. There are many working to take away your rights, freedoms, jobs,
financial ability. Beware especially of laws that limit your freedom of speech, the press or the right to have
guns. Once they disarm the people there is nothing to stop them from taking over. Regarding Crime,
swiftness and certainty of punishment is the best deterrent. Lots of needed public service jobs can be done as
part of sentences such as picking up trash, fixing roads, painting, weeding, mowing, and construction saving
us taxpayers money. It costs us $35,000 a year to house each criminal with better medical care than we have,
food, exercise rooms, free legal services, & cable TV. We have to work to support them so why should they
not work for us. Billions of your tax dollars are wasted on criminals. Have Air Force drop killers and rapists
off on a deserted pacific island. Most of the Michigan budget goes to support criminals.
Huge changes in the workplace are coming soon. Automation is rushing ahead. Machines were built
to do heavy labor. Good. Computers then came to the workplace replacing thousands of people in jobs.
Corporations are paying software engineers to write computer programs called Bots to replace both white
and blue collar workers. They will replace workers in millions of jobs including: store, office, warehouse &
shop workers, book keepers, writers, pharmacists, doctors, engineers, lawyers, meter readers, car and truck
drivers, cashiers. Autonomous robots now work in warehouses, factories, lay bricks, drive cars. Soon general
purpose robots with two arms can learn 90% of most jobs well enough to replace most workers. These will
replace 60% of current workers. Yes this is coming because they can work 24/7 without a paycheck. So what
do we do about the millions of unemployed people? We all need to think about and discuss these and other
important questions not ignore them. We need to improve American Education and training and provide it
free for all who need job training who want to have a better future. American students are behind those from
many other countries. If employers can't find trained workers they will use smart robots.
See Important Technology at dogoodforall.today
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